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Helvetia Calendar

Nov . 17-19 - Joint Helvetia Society-Swiss PTT booth at ASDA show,
Madison Square Garden, New York City.

Nov . 21 ---- Helvetia Society monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Cen-
ter, 12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N .J ., 8 p .m . Programs
Swiss flight covers by Gerry Diamond.

Full Agenda for November Meeting

At least three major items of business will come before
Helvetia members at the Nov . 21 meeting . l) Gerard Neufeld, a direc-
tor of NOJEX (North Jersey Federated Stamp Clubs) will describe the
benefits and obligations of membership . His information will clear
the way for a vote on whether Helvetia should join NOJEX . 2)
President Steve Pomex will appoint a nominating committee to submit a
slate of candidates for election of 1973 officers at the December
meeting . 3) The membership will select a location for the society's
annual Christmas dinner in December.

NewCompetition for BEPEX Swiss Exhibits

To stimulate members' interest in exhibiting, Helvetia
is developing plans for special Helvetia awards for the best Swiss
or Liechtenstein one- (eight pages) or two-frame (16 pages) exhibits
at the 1973 BEPEX, scheduled for early March . Collectors who have
won the Helvetia Award more than once will be ineligible to compete.
The society will make special arrangements for local members to re-
ceive and mount exhibits from out-of-state members . Further details
will be announced as available.

Throughout its long life, Helvetia has been closely as-
sociated with the annual BEPEX (Association of Bergen County, N .J .,
Philatelists) exhibit . Since reactivation of the society in 1966,
its members have won for six years in a row the best club exhibit,
for two years in a row the special trophy for the club whose members
show the best five individual exhibits, and many individual awards.
In addition, Helvetia members have served in recent years as BEPEX
president, vice president and show treasurer/entry chairman.

News Briefs

As a result of an appeal in the last issue of the news-
letter, members have submitted the following list of subjects for
articles to be reprinted from the Helvetia Bulletin of 1938-57 : air-
mail flights, Standing Helvetia, pre-stamp and stampless covers,
1878-1909 postage dues, Swiss military mail . The two articles in
this issue are on requested subjects . So far no one has suggested a
name for the present monthly publication .



Gerald S . Diamond of 1 Mt . Vernon Road, Upper Montclair,
N .J . 07043, a Helvetia member, is seeking never hinged mint blocks of
four of the low value portrait stamps that accompanied the Pro Juven-
tute flower stamps from 1943 to 1949 (Scott # B126, B137, B150, B158,
B166, B179, B187) . Send offers directly to him.

Last month Harlan Stone's exhibit of early Swiss covers
(1459-1815) won best in section, the SPA research medal and the Mon-
mouth County, N .J ., Postal Society's Quelch Memorial Postal History
Award at CENJEX and a gold medal at NOJEX.

The Amateur Collector will refund the admission price to
anyone who makes a purchase worth more than $25 during the ASDA show.
Helvetia member John F . D . Baresch of Burlington, Mass ., will also have
an ASDA booth specializing in Swiss material.

Switzerland's 1919-1923 Provisional Airmail Issues
Bu Maurice Tripet

(Reprinted from Helvetia Bulletin of August-September 1950)

The Swiss general postal issues of 1908-1925 were designed
by the painter Charles L'Eplatenier of La Chaux-de-Fonds, representing
the symbolic "Helvetia " in a seated position with the Alps in the back-
ground and inscribed "Helvetia ." These stamps were typographed on gran-
ite paper with red and blue silk threads, and perforated 11 3/4.

The Swiss P .T .T . (Posts, Telegraph, Telephone), in need of
airmail stamps for the opening of an airmail service in 1919 between
Lausanne-Zurich-Lausanne and in 1920 from Basel to Frankfurt a/M,
Germany, decided to overprint first the 50 centime, and then the 30 cen-

time of the above general issue of postage stamps for that purpose . The
overprint was typographed in carmine ink, in sheets of 100, picturing a
propeller with wings, a facsimile of the Swiss Air Corps insignia.

The sale of the 50 centime overprinted stamp was on April
26, 1919, in all Swiss post offices under the direction of the P .T .T.
in Berne . A total of 500,000 stamps of the 50c . green were overprinted
in sheets of 100 for the airmail service between Zurich-Berne-Lausanne-
Berne-Zurich . The service opened on April 30, 1919 . Depending upon where
the mail was posted, first flight covers are found with the dates April
26, 27, 28, 29 or 30 . The service was extended to Geneva on Sept . 1,1919.

The Swiss P .T .T . "Order of Service No . 44" dated April 23,
1919 announced a trial airmail service between Zurich-Berne and Lausanne
beginning on April 28, 1919 . This order stated that only letters or
cards weighing no more than 250 grams would be accepted . The mail would
have to carry postage stamps to cover the regular mail rate and
an additional fee of 50 centimes for airmail to any point required. This was

paid by the overprinted stamp, cancelled at the post office of mailing.
After this special stamp was affixed, it was considered mandatory that
such mail go by air . Before departure, all the stamps on a piece of mail
were cancelled in the usual manner at the local post office . Upon arri-
val, the mail was hit with a special airmail postmark (not on the stamps),
usually as a backstamp but occasionally on the front.

Order No . 44, limiting the mail to 250 grams per piece, per-
mitted the use of only one airmail stamp . This was changed on June 2,
1919, when Order No . 61 took effect . This new order raised the maximum
weight to 750 grams . This meant that a letter of the maximum weight
would have to be franked with three air stamps, so any cover franked
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with more than three airs had excess postage of a philatelic nature . In
other words, any card or letter weighing up to 250 grams would require
only one air stamp, up to 500 grams two of them, and the limit of 750
grams three of the overprinted stamps . Order No . 61 made no changes in
the required postage fee.

Sometimes bad weather prevented the flights . Then this mail,
franked for airmail service, was transported by the first fast mail
train and its delivery to the addressee was effected by special delivery
(Swiss "Expres Service"). The airmail receiving cancel was not applied in
such instances.

The airmail receiving mark was always circular and applied
with black ink . However, depending upon the terminal point, three dif-
ferent types of dies were used . For mail to Berne and Zurich, it had the
words for "air mail" in German (Schweizer Flugpost) with the day, month,
year and hour in that order in the center of the cancel . For Lausanne,
it was "Swiss Air Mail" in French (Poste Aerienne Suisse Lausanne) and
the dates as above . That of Geneva was similar to Lausanne except for
the city name.

Although this airmail service ceased on Oct . 31, 1919, it
was not until Nov . 13, 1919, that the P .T .T . published Order No . 137
announcing this cessation . This Order No . 137 also stipulated the dis-
posal of all the remaining stock of the 50c . air stamps in the post of-
fices . The stamps were not withdrawn from sale . Instead they were either
sold unused by the P .T .T . for philatelic purposes or used on parcel post
requiring additional postage.

It seems that during June of 1919 a few Swiss military post
offices accepted mail from the public to be carried by their planes.
This mail was franked with the 50c . air stamp and the required postage
stamps . However, this type mail was cancelled with the special military
postmarks . The most common of this type is found with an octangular
military cancel from Dubendorf . The exact dates as to the start and end
of this military service cannot be determined as no records were kept.
Besides, some of these military post offices were only temporary.

Officials and the Army are allowed the "free franking" priv-
ilege, but in 1919 this covered only the postage and not the air mail
fee . Thus letters can be found during this period with only the 50c air
stamps affixed . These were letters sent only by officials and soldiers.

(To Be Continued)

Standing Helvetia 1882-1907
by George W . Caldwell

(Reprinted from Helvetia Bulletin of September 1953)

The current issue of stamps commonly known as the Sitting
Helvetia Perforated was somewhat expensive . The printing in semi-relief
necessitated the gumming of the paper prior to the printing, which made
the sheets rather difficult to handle in the printing press . Another
factor in the high cost was the fact that two plates -- a matrix and a
patrix (probably cloth covered sealing wax) -- were required to produce
the embossed design . The high cost together with the fact that the de-
sign had been in use for 20 years, made it desirable to have a new issue
produced by a cheaper process.

DESIGN - In the new design the symbolic Helvetia is retained
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but in a standing position, whereas in the previous issues this symbol
of Switzerland is shown in a sitting posture . The oval band surrounding
the vignette contains 22 stars, representative of the 22 Swiss cantons.
The figure of value is at the bottom center and is flanked on either side
by the words franco, meaning franked or postage paid . The figure of value
is repeated in the upper right and left corners of the stamp.

The name of the designer does not seem to be known, but it is
quite possible the work was done by Mullhaupt & Son of Bern, a printing
firm which produced these stamps during the first four years of their use.
Essays somewhat similar in design were prepared by this firm at the re-
quest of the Postmaster General in 1880 and undoubtedly formed the basis
for the stamp under discussion.

PLATES - These stamps were printed by the intaglio process;
that is, from plates with the design sunk and the paper "wetted down"
before printing . The plates were what are commonly known as copper elec-
tros . An intermediate plate, made from the original steel die, was sunk
into a sheet of lead . This lead sheet was then coated with a thin film
of graphite and copper plating added by an electro-plating process . The
first plates consisted of two hundred subjects in groups on one hundred
subjects each . These were superseded in 1900 by four hundred subject
plates .

Mention should be made here of the re-engraved or type II
varieties found in the 25 and 40 centime denominations . These were
printed from etched steel plates, the 40c. appearing in 1904 and the 25c . in
1906 . They were experimental in character.

PAPER - A soft white wove, unwatermarked paper was used
from 1882 until 1905 . This was followed by a thinner paper containing
a natural watermark . The granite paper met with in these stamps was used
for a provisional issue . A new design and printing by typography in the
Bern mint was scheduled for 1907, but due to delay in carrying the plans
to completion, it was found necessary to hurriedly print a further sup-
ply of the Standing Helvetia type . As the contract with Girardet, who
in 1886 had taken over the contract, had expired and was not renewed, the
postmaster general sent the old plates and the remainder of granite
paper currently used for the low value stamps to Bensiger & Co . in Ein-
siedeln. This printing was rather small and the stamps therefore some-
what scarcer than the other printings, the 9½ perforation excepted . All
these papers were furnished by the Sihl Mills of Zurich.

PERFORATIONS - Of all the stamps of Switzerland, the Standing
Helvetia issue is the most prolific in perforation varieties . Due to the
unequal shrinkage resulting from paper variations and varying speeds of
drying, it was not practicable to produce well centered stamps on a ma-
chine of only one gauge . The 11 3/4 machine used for ordinary typographed
stamps was used at first . As the result of complaints that these stamps
separated too easily, a 9½ (actually 9 3/4 by 9i) was used . After a short
experience this perforation was found to be too coarse, resulting in many
torn stamps, and was discontinued in 1891, the 11½ by 11 machine taking
its place . In 1901, coincident with the renewal of all plates, the gauge
was changed to 11½ by 12 . From thereon, with the exception of the 9i ,
these machines were used more or less as required by the spacing of the
stamp subjects .

(To Be Continued)
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SALES CIRCUITS

Because of the large response to Helvetia's newly instituted Monthly Auctions

and because many members have asked for Sales Circuits---Helvetia now introduces

its FOTOCIRCUITS.

FOTOCIRCUITS are fotocopied Sales Circuits . FOTOCIRCUITS will eliminate the needfor

extra insurance, handling etc . charges . In general it makes life a great deal easier.

If you wish to receive a FOTOCIRCUIT on any of the topics below- Please send a #10

size stamped self-addressed envelope to the Sales Circuit manager : Steve Pomex

Box 402

New York, 10028

Please state exactly which topics are of interest to you-further instruction will be

given on the Circuit.

TOPICS OFFERED :

	

Cantonal

	

Pro Juventute til 1941

Early Fed .

	

1941 to Date

Strubelis

	

Pro Patria til 1953

Sitting Hei .

	

"

	

1953 to Date

Standing Hei .

	

Postage Due

UPU

	

Soldier Stamps

Regulars til 1941

	

Reference Material

1941 to Date

	

Stampless Covers

Tete-beche & Se-tenant

	

First Day Covers

Airmails

	

First Flight Covers

Overprints

	

Collections & Accumulations

U .N .

	

Souvenir Sheets

Literature lists

	

Cancellations

More specialized topics will be added as time goes on 	

At present we are well stocked in all of the above areas-Rules for sellers will appear

in an upcoming bulletin .

Monthly FOTOCIRCUIT Reports will be given	

below is an example of the FOTOCIRCUIT



Closing Date= 11/30/72	 HELVETIA AUCTION #4 Closing Date-Thursday Nov . 30th .
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